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You can do it!
Get to the end and book a free introductory
coaching session.

About this eBook
At Quick Click Security, we know that searching and applying for a job
can feel like a full-time job in itself. We’re not going to lie - it’s
competitive out there!
More
than ever, candidates are expected to present the best version
P
TIof themselves to attract the attention of security industry recruiters.
That’s why we’ve created this free eBook. We want to help you as
P
TIbest we can.
Our eBook provides you with 5 simple tips about what security
P
TIindustry recruiters are looking for and covers:
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TI

P

TI

Showcasing key skills
Why completed online bios are important
Creating a covering letter
Structuring and tailoring your CV
Making a good first impression

Take a moment to check out what you can do to make the most of
your job applications and be in with a better chance of securing an
interview.

We want to hear from you!
If you have any other top tips to share, please do get in touch with us
at info@quickclicksecurity.com and one of our friendly team will be in
touch in less than 24 hours!

CV Writing Service
Let us do it for you!
If you just can't find the time to get your CV done why not book a call
and speak with one of our recruitment experts about your CV, jobs
you are applying for and how to create a stand out cover note.
We can get a professionally written CV to you in less than 12 hours
with our express service.

Check out CV Packages
P
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Tip
#1

Showcase your skills
and experience

The key piece of advice here is: help the recruiter.
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Security recruiters get hundreds if not thousands of

P
TI

applications for jobs and often make split second
decisions on whether to progress a candidate to the
next stage of the recruitment process.
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So, help them to help you by showcasing the skills
they are looking for, preferably with concrete
examples.

P

TI

Also pay close attention to the key words you are using to describe your skills. Security recruiters
often use keyword search software to help them quickly assess applications.

Key skills include:
Punctuality and timekeeping
Communication skills when dealing with a wide range of stakeholders in different situations
as and when issues and queries arise
Keeping calm under pressure when diffusing volatile situations before they escalate and
require physical intervention
Being a team player whether it’s a small or large team
Listening to and following instructions
Acting with professionalism
Attention to detail

Create a standout
online profile
Online profiles vs CVs

Tip
#2

Security industry recruiters and employers now look at online profiles as well as or even

IP

T

instead of CVs. We encourage you to spend time creating an impactful online profile and
avoid the assumption that your CV will be enough.

PAlways complete your online profile as thoroughly as you can. We cannot stress this
I
T
enough. If security industry recruiters and employers have access to your online profile,
then ask yourself - what first impression do I want to create?

PLike it or not, everyone makes assumptions and a half-completed profile may lead them to

TI

think that you are only half serious. Completed profiles demonstrate commitment and
professionalism.

PThis is YOUR opportunity to showcase your skills, experience and who you are as a person.

TI

One final point – remember to only include relevant information. What may be appropriate
for other social media forums may not be appropriate for your professional online profile.

T

IP

Your online profile introduction
The key points here are:
Keep it short and concise. It shouldn’t be more than 4-5 lines.
State your current role, any relevant experience you hold specifically for the job or job
type for which you wish to be considered.
Highlight any achievements or awards that have career relevance.

Professional photograph
A clear headshot in front of a white or noncluttered background creates an instant good
first impression.
Check out an example professional headshot
below of our CEO – Houdah Al-Hakim.

IP
TThis
is a great starting point, but we’ve gone one step
further and created a separate guide about uploading
professional profile photographs with some handy do’s

IP don’ts. Get in touch with us if you would like to learn
Tand
more.

Detailed work history

P
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Always share at least 5 years previous work history if you can. This is the bare minimum
requirement for compliance checks when security industry recruiters are interested in hiring
you. Explain any gaps in employment.
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What a good completed online profile looks like
You may be wondering at this point, well, it’s easy to break down what we need to do but it

IP be good to see what an actual completed profile looks like. We hear you and have
Twould
provided some actual completed profiles below for more guidance.

Check out the next page to see our version of a completed online profile!

Online Profile Example
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Tip
#3

Structure and tailor
your CV

CVs can be tough to write but it’s a critical selling tool. So here are some of our recommendations.
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Your skills and experience
We recommend that before you create any CV you first make a list of your skills and experience.

IP the foundation of your CV.
TThat’s

Think about how you can link your skills and experience to the job you are applying for and
really
IP tailor your CV. It’s tempting to simply send out the same CV for all jobs – the scattergun

T

principle - but you reduce your chances of success by taking this approach.

Remember any examples you provide about your experience should cover:

IP What you did
T(1)

(2) How you did it i.e. skills applied
(3) What you learnt/achieved.
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The Dont's
Add a profile picture
Use coloured paper or unusual fonts of different sizes – Times New Roman or Arial size 11
are acceptable
Forget to include up to date contact details – you would be amazed at how many candidates
do this!
Include your date of birth
Put “references on demand or on request”
Waffle - go back and check that you are including concrete examples that showcase your
skills
Leave out any gaps in your work history but instead explain anything out of the ordinary.
Ideally you need to include at least 5 years if you have been working for this duration
Go over 2 pages
Lie or over embellish – security recruiters and potential employers are looking for
trustworthy employees

Check and double check because first impressions count!
Check and double check that your CV is clearly laid out with no typos or spelling or grammatical
errors. You can use online proofreading tools like Grammarly to help you with this.
Alternatively, you could ask a friend, family or colleague to proofread your CV for you!
Do this and, compared to many job seekers, you’ll stand out as an impressive candidate.We have
included a blank CV template to help you provide you with an idea of layout and format.

P
TI
Example
CV Template
FULL NAME
Permanent/temporary address:
Email address:
Telephone number:
Right to work in the UK (UK Citizen or Visa status)

Short introduction of 3-4 lines introducing yourself what you are currently doing (study/work), any
particular passions you hold, what you are looking for. This is a part of the CV you can consider
adapting depending on the particular firm you are applying to. Include how long you have been in
security / held an SIA licence if applicable to the job to which you are applying.

LICENCES HELD
Door Supervisor
CCTV
Start year to finish year

Expires June 21
Expires June 21
COURSE PROVIDER NAME, LOCATION

Qualification - Distinction, Merit, Pass, etc.
Start year to finish year

SCHOOL/SECONDARY EDUCATION, LOCATION

A-Levels: subject (grade), subject (grade), subject
(grade)GCSEs: number of subjects with grades

WORK EXPERIENCE
Start month/year to end month/year

Firm A, Location

Job Title
Experience included:
Responsible for loss prevention.
Act as a deterrent by welcoming all guests into the store, conduct regular walk arounds and
observe customer behaviours. Approach people acting suspiciously and engaging in
conversation to assess the situation and risk threat. By being visible and acting as a first point
of contact to customers entering the store I realised that this decreased the likelihood of
theft.
Give 2 or 3 examples per role.

LANGUAGE SKILLS
Language - level of ability (fluent, business)

AWARDS
If not covered in academics or interests

INTERESTS

P
Travel
TI (where, when), Sports/Music (achievements/grades), Hobbies (achievements) – see
examples below
Rugby
Club Team Member (Dates to/from). School Team Captain (Dates to/from) - I managed to
secure corporate sponsorship for new rugby kit for the senior team.
Website Development / Blogging
Having researched and taught myself how to create and manage a WordPress site I have
now created a blogging platform which I use to discuss all issues relating to work/life
balance including providing insights on…
Running a virtual business
Director in a virtual business, using board meetings to work as a team making commercially
driven decisions to ensure profitability and to maximise company share prices.
I raised over £2,000 of sponsorship for the Annual Dinner.

Include a covering
letter with your CV
There’s a big debate around whether covering letters are of any

Tip
#4

value
P in today’s job market. The security industry is still quite

TI

traditional in its hiring practices and so we take the view that you
should always include a covering letter. This is also another way
to
P help security industry recruiters understand who you are.

TI

Think of this as the ‘teaser’ to your actual CV.
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Your covering letter should address the following points:
Which job you are applying for and why
What relevant skills and experience you have
Why you believe you would be a good fit for the job i.e. how will your skills and experience
benefit the employer
Your availability to interview and start work

Example Cover Letter
Dear [name of security recruiter or hiring manager if known or if not use Sir or Madam]
I would like to apply for the role of [insert job title]. My CV is attached for your review.
This role interests me because [insert reason – do you like the company? / is there opportunity
to learn and develop? etc]

P
[If
TIcurrently in work] In my current role as [insert job title] with [insert company name], I am
responsible for [insert relevant experience which relates to the job advert].
[If currently NOT in work] Previously, I worked as a [insert job title] with [insert name of
company] where I was responsible for [insert relevant experience which relates to the job
advert].
I believe my experience can add value and would appreciate the opportunity to join [insert name
of company/organisation].
[If currently in work] I am on a notice period of [insert notice period duration] and am available
for an immediate interview.
[If currently NOT in work] I am available for an interview and can start work immediately.
Kind regards
[Your name]
[Your phone number]
[Your email address]

Remember…
If possible, try to find out the name of the person hiring or ask the security recruiter who will be
interviewing for the job. It will demonstrate that you have done your research!
Sell yourself by stating what makes you better than other candidates early on
Pick out the top 3 or 5 qualities (maximum) that the security recruiter or potential employer is
seeking in their advert or job specification if there is one.
As mentioned before, check and double check that your covering letter is clearly laid out with no
typos or spelling or grammatical errors. You can use online proofreading tools like Grammarly to
help you with this. Do this and, compared to many job seekers, you’ll stand out as an impressive
candidate.
Keep your covering letter short and sweet. This is not about re-writing your CV.
Be organised and plan ahead by always keeping a copy of the advert or job description if there is
one, along with your covering letter and CV. This makes it easy to refresh your memory of what
you submitted as part of your application.

Tip
#5

Prepare for first
contact!

This may sound a little like a scene out of Star Trek but actually this last tip focuses on how you

IP
T
should prepare for when a security recruiter or potential employer expresses an interest in your
application.

P
Most
TI candidates breathe a sigh of relief once they have submitted their application but then forget
to properly prepare for the in between stage of ‘being invited to interview’. You are likely to be
contacted either by phone or by email.
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Let’s look at email contact first. Key points here are:
Always structure your email response in a professional manner i.e. start, middle and end.

P
TI

Dear [insert name of security industry recruiter or potential employer]

P[Your response]
I
T
Kind regards,
[Your name]
[Your phone number]
If you are asked for your availability for a call or interview, provide a range of dates and time to
demonstrate flexibility.
Always, always proof read your CV. There’s no excuse for not checking. Again, use online
proofreading tools such as Grammarly which automatically detects grammatical, spelling,
punctuation, word choice and style errors in your writing. Alternatively, read your email
response out loud before sending!

Let’s now turn to phone contact. Key points here are:
You may not recognise the number calling you so be prepared to answer the phone in a
professional manner.
If it isn’t a good time to speak (e.g. you are working or in a busy place where is it is difficult to
hold a private conversation), politely ask the caller whether you can reschedule the call.
As with email contact, if you are asked for your availability for a call or interview, provide a range
of dates and time to demonstrate flexibility.
End the call on a positive saying that you are excited to be interviewing for the job and looking
forward to speaking with them further.

Professional CV Writing Service

If you need more advice or help please get in touch!
We have a professional CV writing service that can get you a CV
in less than 12 hours!

Let our expert team help!
Speak to a Recruitment Expert from as little as £12.99, just click
the button below for details on all the packages we offer and
book your 1-on-1 call without delay!

Book Now!

Finally, from everyone in the Quick Click Security team we wish you the
best of luck in your job search.
We hope your efforts are rewarded with success!

